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ABSTRACT 
My Heart is a River is a twelve-minute immersive per-
formance featuring cello and surround audiovisual me-
dia, written by Freida Abtan for Seth Parker Woods. The 
piece integrates the presence of the performer on stage 
with that of his representation in the projected scenogra-
phy and musical accompaniment. It uses synchresis to 
create gestures within the audiovisual composition that 
direct the attention of the audience around the perfor-
mance space.  The author discusses the piece’s creation 
process, constructed affect, and challenges to stage. She 
notes that the live cellist’s performance is colored by 
attributes from the surrounding media in which he is fea-
tured producing a kind of ghost affect between his differ-
ent representations within the narrative. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
My Heart is a River is a twelve-minute immersive per-
formance featuring live cello and surround audiovisual 
media. Commissioned by the Seattle Symphony for their 
artist-in-residence Seth Parker Woods, the piece premi-
ered in the symphony’s experimental performance space, 
Octave 9 at Benroya Hall, in February 2020. The staging 
situates the cellist within an immersive audiovisual sce-
nography in which he is already featured. His perfor-
mance is integrated into the whole, as is his presence. The 
audience is encouraged to collapse the ontological divide 
between his projected body on the screen and his physical 
body on stage, signified to be the same character within 
the narrative. The combined aural and visual motion 
within the music and video guide the attention of the au-
dience around the environment, sharing focus with the 
cellist. 

1.1 Narrative 

My Heart is a River’s narrative draws from themes of 
displacement. The piece is inspired by Abtan’s family 
story of immigration and the dislocation of identity that 
accompanies one’s culture being judged through another. 
A cellist plays, and dreams emerge from his instrument. 
In these, he toasts a friend and together they plan a voy-
age. After sailing the cello like a boat through rough wa-
ters (see Figure 1), the travelers reach their destination: a 
star-filled expanse where their bodies mirror movement 
against an invisible barrier, decomposing and reforming 

in their choreography. The cello sound is transformed 
into a foreign landscape haunted by its spectral character-
istics. While the projected video depicts scenes of plan-
ning, voyage, and celebration, its affect stems from the 
piece’s audiovisual composition, the situation of the live 
performance, and the impact of sensory immersion on the 
audience. 

 
Figure 1. Sailing the cello like a boat. 

1.2 Composition 

The work’s compositional vocabulary relies on Michel 
Chion’s concept of ‘synchresis’, – the tight perceptual 
coupling of sound and image that informs their sense of 
mutual ‘belonging’ [4].  The piece makes use of com-
bined audiovisual movement, within the video, and be-
tween the cellist and his surrounding media. The pacing 
and motion of the fixed music and visual imagery reflect 
the embodied relationship between the cellist’s physical 
motion and musical gestures, composed as it is from his 
own movement and music improvisations. The position 
of the audience further shapes the work’s reception, each 
member holding a different point of view within the im-
mersive composition. Small differences such as proximi-
ty to image, orientation of the viewer, or visual obstruc-
tion have a profound effect on what dominates the com-
position and the perspective from which it is perceived. 

2. RESEARCH QUESTIONS 
Work by composers such as Thomas Adès has explored 
how audiovisual motion can enhance the experience of 
instrumental performance [2]. Building on this corpus, 
My Heart is a River aims to further explore such sensory 
associations, by setting the cellist within an immersive 
media context. It asks: how can the audiovisual composi-Copyright: © 2022 First author et al. This is an open-access article dis- 
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tion shape the performer’s perceived presence and role 
within the musical narrative? 

Previous research by Vines et. Al. [3], Platz and 
Kopiez [5], and Tsay [8], has investigated how visual 
stimulus enhances the appreciation of instrumental per-
formance.  My Heart is a River takes a more integrated 
approach, exploring through practice the compositional 
affect of different narrative, and sensory, associations. 
Building on Abtan’s previous research on “Expanded 
Presence and Inter-sensory Gesture in Multimedia Per-
formance” [1], which investigated the role of audiovisual 
composition within immersive media performance, the 
piece questions how the perception of instrumentation 
and agency further informs such situated narratives. It 
examines how the presence of an instrumentalist, ex-
panded through multiple modes of representation can 
participate within the audiovisual composition. How are 
the instrumentalist and his musical performance per-
ceived within a highly mediated context where aspects of 
both have been significantly transformed? 

The addition of live instrumental elements expands Ab-
tan’s previous enquiries into audiovisual composition 
within multimedia performance by giving a live perform-
er explicit attributable agency in shaping the piece’s 
form. The composition’s affect now relies both on the 
depicted audiovisual movement and on perceived rela-
tionships between the performer on stage and the sur-
rounding, projected media. Woods performs musical ges-
tures which echo and accompany those that appear in the 
video and music that surround him. His physical motion 
on stage provides kinesthetic accent to any synchresis 
causing audiovisual gestures it accompanies. 

3. METHODOLOGY 

3.1 Materials  

The narrative emerged as a pastiche from individually 
transformed samples.  The audio and visual materials for 
the piece were created through improvisation workshops 
between Abtan and Woods.  

In the audio workshops, Woods played pre-composed 
phrases and then improvised against loops Abtan selected 
from their recording.  Small samples from these, seeded 
loops for successive iterations of the process until a body 
of recordings emerged, snippets of which could be trans-
formed, or used raw, within the composition. Abtan pro-
cessed and manipulated the source material to give the 
cello’s sound transformational attributes suggesting the 
physical properties of natural materials, such as those of 
water and of dense, bouncing, solids. She composed from 
these and then deconstructed the resultant electronic mu-
sic to generate a score for Woods and an eight-channel 
accompaniment. 

The video for the piece originated in physical improvi-
sation workshops between Abtan, Woods, and O’Garro 
where Abtan provided key thematic direction.  Abtan 
then extracted short samples from the raw material based 
on their visual and narrative interest. These were then 
transformed under specific visual processing techniques 
in After Effects that could be seeded with other clips 
from the pool, creating a kind of temporal and spatial 

disorientation around the depicted motion. Abtan sorted 
the generated material by related narrative content and 
similar visual pacing to be arranged within the emerging 
narrative sequence. The video pastiche reflects the tem-
poral structures of the music it accompanies and was cre-
ated to situates Woods’ body within the depicted narra-
tive. 

3.2 Development 

Final constraints for the audiovisual materials were es-
tablished in residency at Octave 9, one month before the 
premiere. The composition was re-arranged to account 
for the physical realities of the performance’s staging and 
for the audience’s differing viewpoints of the media pro-
jection. 

In performance, Woods plays in tight synchronization 
with the pre-recorded media. He performs a central voice 
within the music, created from the raw and manipulated 
performative gestures that emerged within his original 
cello improvisations. His sound is embedded within a 
musical landscape shaped by his own embodied gestural 
vocabulary. He is similarly visually surrounded by imag-
es created in relation to his physical improvisations. He is 
physically immersed in an audiovisual narrative created 
from his own unique embodied sense of gesture. 

4. RESEARCH INSIGHTS 

 
Figure 2. Imagery was duplicated and size adjusted. 

4.1 Surround Considerations 

4.1.1 Staging 

My Heart is a River is constructed from a body of audio-
visual material that must be adapted around the physical 
situation of Woods in performance. The piece’s technical 
challenges include the tailoring of immersive media cho-
reography within venues of differing media capabilities 
and layouts as well as the perception of audiovisual com-
positional dialogue between different modes of represen-
tation. The piece must be re-instantiated for each new 
venue with a different visual composition created from 
the available materials, still created to serve its role in 
combined form with the fixed music and score. 

The Octave 9 performance staged a continuous project-
ed image surrounding the audience at close distance and 
of compact height. The audience’s differing points of 



 

 

view impacted their ability to engage as spectators. A 
central point of view limited access to the screen’s pe-
riphery while angled points of view favored a single side. 
Lower portions of the projection were obscured by other 
audience members.  To compensate, imagery was dupli-
cated, and its size and positioning adjusted, see Figure 2. 
The composition provided a guided visual gaze from each 
viewpoint that maintained relation to the musical form.  
Small differences in the availability of narrative imagery 
and visual motion across occasional duplications added to 
the complexity of the total affect.   

4.1.2 Composition 

Due to the proximity, luminosity, and scale of the image, 
significant darkness was necessary in live performance to 
delineate dominant focal centers whose luminance could 
capture the viewer’s gaze. Successful mechanisms for 
localizing the audience’s attention included audiovisual 
synchresis, symmetry, and kinesthetic accent between 
Woods’ physical performance and the motion within the 
video imagery.  The light from the projection was used to 
define or obscure Woods at key moments in his live per-
formance for heightened dramatic affect. The audience 
could attend to his playing intermittently with instances 
of synchresis and high visual impact drawing their gaze 
towards the video or back to his physical gestures.  
Wood’s performance occupied a central space within the 
sound diffusion but was hard to isolate. In future, the spa-
tialization of his accompanying music will be simplified 
and further separated to help localize his live contribu-
tion. 

4.1.3 Documentation 

The documentation of the premiere was unable to capture 
the scope of the performance’s immersive qualities. It 
focuses on Woods’ physical location.  While this point of 
view necessitates a loss of material and immediacy, it 
conveys the visual relationship between Woods’ perfor-
mance and the surrounding imagery. It serves as its own 
version of the piece. 

 
Figure 3. Woods portrayed live and within the video. 

4.2 Workshop Process 

The workshop process for generating audiovisual materi-
als offered several advantages. The iterative musical pro-
cess encouraged a reduction of formal constraints. The 
sequential improvisations each gathered slur and tem-

poral elasticity until the created phrases communicated a 
sense of physical gesture over specific tonal attributes. 
These phrases were ideal for spectral processing and of-
fered fertile seed for the composition. Being difficult to 
transcribe, they created variation through interpretation 
and tonal color between score and accompaniment. They 
reflect the characteristic flavor of Woods’ physical per-
formance and create strong synergies with his live contri-
bution. Similarly, Woods’ natural pacing and motion 
within the video resonate with his physical performance 
on stage through a congruency of gesture even under sig-
nificant image manipulation.  

4.3 Ghost Affect 

Woods’ narrative characterization is constructed through 
several modes of representation. He is portrayed on stage, 
live, present in the same temporal-spatial moment as the 
audience, outside of the production’s theatrical discourse. 
He is portrayed through mediatized representations with-
in the video projections, derived and digitally constructed 
from performances that took place in the past in front of a 
camera. Both modes of representation are signified to 
function simultaneously as presence within the theatrical 
discourse of the production. Both of them are staged1. 

The projected versions of Woods reside in a non-linear 
temporal field in which multiple versions of his self can 
co-exist. These are each animated in exaggerated tem-
poral scale, drawing attention to specific aspects of their 
visual motion. The depicted visual gestures echo and mir-
ror those performed live, and those within their accompa-
nying music. The composition guides the attention of the 
audience and draws attention to the similar shapes and 
planes of movement created by Woods’ performance. 
The scale, luminosity, and visual treatment of these pro-
jected bodies imbues their perceived characters with a 
king of dream-like mythological presence. Their affect 
bleeds into the audience’s experience of the live perfor-
mance, which inherits from its ghostly doubles. 

5. DISSEMINATION 
The piece premiered in a concert curated by Woods to 
explore the intersection of instrumental performance and 
narrative. The performance featured 270˚ of continuous 
video projected in a horseshoe configuration, and an 
eight-channel ambisonic sound spatialization, surround-
ing a high-profile audience of the symphony’s producers 
and donors, seated in sections angled towards the middle 
of the screen, facing Woods. The work was celebrated in 
review [6] for its emotive qualities and use of audiovisual 
motion to frame Woods’ performance.  

Further iterations of the piece have been staged to the 
specifications of other venues. These include the 
Time:Spans Festical 2021 in New York City where the 
video projections were reduced to two high resolution 
screens with an aspect ratio of 32:9, and a single screen 
version of the video projection with aspect ratio of 16:9 at 
the University of Buffalo. The coronavirus pandemic in 
2020-2022 moved much artistic programming online, 

 
1 According to Cormac Power’s explanation of theatrical presence [7]. 



 

 

resulting in the documentation of the premiere serving 
itself as a feature. It was screened at several online festi-
vals including Seeing Sound, New Music Gathering, and 
PureGold 2020.  A stand-alone video made from the pro-
jection materials was featured in a paid streaming event 
produced by the Kaufman Music Center. 

A future iteration of the piece is currently being devel-
oped, extending the production to one hour. 

6. CONCLUSIONS 
In My Heart is a River, the live performance and project-
ed aural and visual media create intersensory events and 
gestures that can be perceived as a unified compositional 
vocabulary. Both the workshop process for creating mate-
rials and the surround projection of those materials con-
tribute to the audience’s experience of Woods’ shared 
presence across multiple modes of representation. In 
presentation, the affective attributes of these representa-
tions become blurred. The live performance resonates 
with the aesthetic characteristics of the surrounding me-
dia. 
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